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Abstract
In the context of loop quantum gravity, we construct the phase-space of isolated
horizons with genus greater than 0. Within the loop quantum gravity framework,
these horizons are described by genus g surfaces with N punctures and the dimen-
sion of the corresponding phase-space is calculated including the genus cycles as
degrees of freedom. From this, the black hole entropy can be calculated by count-
ing the microstates which correspond to a black hole of fixed area. We find that
the leading term agrees with the A/4 law and that the sub-leading contribution
is modified by the genus cycles.
PACS numbers: 04.60. -m, 04.60.Pp
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1 Introduction
The source of the apparent entropy of black holes has been a fascinating area of study
since Bekenstein’s original calculation [1]. It is now well known that, to leading order,
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this entropy has a value equal to one-quarter of the horizon area (in proper units).
Since the original calculation, many methods have been employed in order to calculate
this entropy (see [2], [3] and references therein for excellent reviews of the subject).
There is still debate on the actual source of this entropy. One belief is that the
source is strictly gravitational in origin. That is, one should be able to define mi-
crostates in a full quantum theory of gravity which, when counted, should yield the
correct entropy law. One promising approach to a theory of quantum gravity is loop
quantum gravity. This theory is essentially a theory of quantum Riemannian geom-
etry and seems to reconcile principles of quantum mechanics with those of general
relativity. The subject has matured over the years and now there exist many excellent
reviews on the subject [4], [5], [6], [7], including several specifically related to black
holes [8], [9]. For studies directly related to the problem of black hole entropy, the
reader is referred to [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21].
In loop quantum gravity, a theory of SU(2) spin-networks is employed. The nodes
of these networks are associated with quantum volumes and the punctures that the
networks make with a surface endows it with an area, by introducing an angular defect
on the surface (see figure 1). In the canonical framework an ADM decomposition of
the full spacetime is first carried out and the relevant quantities are constructed on
the ADM three-surfaces.
S
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p
Figure 1: A gravitational spin-network endowing a surface S with geometry. The punctures
p can be pictured as “tugging” on the surface, endowing it with geometry and introducing a
local angular defect on the surface. The n’s are the nodes, associated with volumes.
The relevant canonically conjugate variables in loop quantum gravity are the grav-
itational spin-connection, Aka and a densitized triad, E
a
k . Here, the indices a, b, c etc.
denote the coordinates on the three-surface and indices k, l, m etc. denote su(2)
internal indices.
The relation of these operators to “classical” geometric objects such as areas is
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quite intriguing. The operator corresponding to areas is given by
Aˆ(S) =
∫
S
√
naEˆak nbEˆ
b
k dσ (1)
and has the following spectrum:
Aˆ(S) |S〉 = 8πγ
∑
p
√
jp(jp + 1) |S〉 , (2)
where S denotes some surface. p denotes which puncture is under consideration and
jp can take on half-integer values which represent spins carried by the punctures. The
normals to the surface are denoted by na and nb. γ is the Immirzi parameter, which is
to be determined by some means such as black hole entropy calculations [15], [16], [21],
[22], [23]. The assumption in the above formula is that there are no spin network nodes
on S nor any components of the spin network that are tangential to S. In general,
when considering a surface, the spin network can go “straight through” the surface or
it can bifurcate on the surface. However, the contribution from the latter is negligible
for large surfaces. Also, it has been shown that acceptable quantum states in horizon
entropy calculations are only those which count punctures that go straight-through
the surface and are stable to small deformations of the surface [24]. Therefore, the
areas given by (2) are those relevant for the calculation here. A nice explanation of
this can also be found in [20]. The consequences of relaxing this counting condition,
and taking into account bifurcations on the horizon, is presented in [25].
In the above references, the situation for spherical horizons has been studied in
depth. However, General Relativity allows for the existence of horizons of other ge-
ometries and topologies. Interestingly, if one admits a negative cosmological constant
into the theory, solutions with cylindrical, toroidal and higher genus topology are also
admitted [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35]). Several of these papers
have studied the entropy issue from a non loop quantum gravity perspective ([31] and
[32] consider dilatonic and dimensionally continued black holes). Granted, these so-
lutions are not generally considered to be of astrophysical interest at least due to the
fact that observations seem to favor a deSitter universe. However, the anti-deSitter
solutions with exotic topology have been studied in detail as they provide a rich arena
in which to check internal consistencies of general relativity theory. In this vein these
types of black holes are also important in studies of black hole entropy using thermo-
dynamic and quantum field theoretic techniques [37]. This is what motivates us to
study such black holes in the paradigm of loop quantum gravity.
In loop quantum gravity the entropy arises from counting the number of ways
spin-networks can puncture the horizon surface and endow it with a fixed net area.
That is, the number of quantum states corresponding to the same area are counted.
This is a well defined quantity and therefore, in this paradigm, there is no problem
in assigning a quantum statistical entropy to black holes even in asyptotically anti-
deSitter space-time.
One may find many forms of metrics describing higher genus black holes in anti-de
3
Sitter space-time. We will take a sufficiently general form which can be written as:
ds2 = −
(
α2ρ2 − b− 2M
ρ
)
dt2 +
dρ2(
α2ρ2 − b− 2M
ρ
) + ρ2 (dθ2 + a sinh2(√b θ) dφ2) ,
(3)
with 0 < φ ≤ 2π. Here, α is related to the cosmological constant via α2 = −Λ/3,
M is the mass parameter, and a and b are constants that determine the topology of
t, ρ =constant surfaces. The cases are as follows:
i) b = −1, a = −1: In this case constant (t, ρ) surfaces are spheres. We will not
consider this case as it was studied in [11].
ii) b = 0, lim
b→0
a = 1
b
: In this case constant (t, ρ) surfaces are tori. We will consider
this case separately from the higher genus case.
iii) b = 1, a = 1: In this case constant (t, ρ) surfaces are surfaces of constant negative
curvature of genus g > 1, depending on the identifications chosen.
An event horizon exists when
(
α2ρ2 − b− 2M
ρ
)
= 0.
At the horizon, isolated horizon boundary conditions are employed. Isolated hori-
zons with negative cosmological constant, mainly with S2 topology, are defined in
detail in [38]. Some other interesting studies of isolated horizons, without cosmo-
logical constant include [11], [36], [39], [40], [41]. We generalize the situation here
to accommodate higher genus horizons, which is reasonably straight-forward and is
mentioned in [42].
It can be noted that the black hole metrics given by (3) possess all the relevant
features of isolated horizons needed here. This can most easily be checked by calcu-
lating the Newman-Penrose spin coefficients and comparing them with the isolated
horizon requirements outlined in [36] and [43]. We next summarize the main steps
leading to the symplectic structure.
In the calculations that follow, explicit properties of the metrics (3) are not utilized
and therefore the properties of these geometries are not a priori assumed. Only the
fact that they are isolated horizons is used. However, the metrics (3) can serve to
provide a valuable consistency check.
At the isolated horizon the canonical variables do not decouple as they do at infinity
[36]. Therefore an extra term is present in the action introduced by the variation with
respect to the connection (indices suppressed):
δS|∆ = −
i
8π
∫
∆
Tr [Σ ∧ δA] . (4)
where ∆ is the null submanifold corresponding to the horizon. The two-form Σ is
related to the triad via Eai := γη
abcΣbci, with η
abc the Levi-Civita density of weight 1.
The curvature of the connection is given by F = dA+A ∧A. The field equations
at ∆ allow us to express the pull back of F (pulled back to ∆ and denoted by an
under-arrow) in terms of the pull-back of the Riemann tensor via 1
F←−
AB
ab = −
1
4
R←−
cd
ab Σ
AB
cd , (5)
1The indices here differ from the earlier expression, reflecting a different representation of the
algebra. The relation between the two is Σ BabA = −
i
2
Σiabτ
B
iA .
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where it is implied that this equation holds at ∆.
In brief, the properties of the Weyl scalars (customarily denoted by Ψ) as well as
the Ricci spinor components (denoted by Φ) allow us to express the pull-back of F as
[36]:
F←−
AB
ab =
[(
Ψ2 − Φ11 − R
24
)
δACδ
B
D −
(
3
2
Ψ2 −Φ11
)
oAoBiCiD
]
Σ←−
CD
ab , (6)
where we are using the standard notation convention (iA and oA) for the spinor dyad
(see [36] and [44] for details). The Ricci spinor component, Φ11, although zero in the
case where there is no energy flux nor shear stresses present, and the bulk equations
of motion hold, is left here for generality so that no assumptions are made about
the components at the moment, save that they satisfy the conditions for an isolated
horizon.
Before proceeding, we note that the boundary conditions on the isolated horizon
imply that δAABa oAoB = 0 [36]. Therefore, we can re-write (4), noting that the
integrand is pulled back to ∆, as:
δS|∆ = −
i
8π
∫
∆
Tr
[
1(
Ψ2 − Φ11 − R24
) F←−∧ δA←−
]
. (7)
The quantity in round parentheses is constant on the horizon 2. Furthermore, it can
easily be checked with metric (3) that it equals −14
(2)
R, with (2)R being the two-
dimensional Ricci scalar on the horizon. One can then, by use of the Gauss-Bonnet
theorem, deduce that: (
Ψ2 − Φ11 − R
24
)
= −2π(1 − g)
a0
, (8)
with a0 the (fixed) area of the horizon. (One can also verify this by explicit calculation
with the metric (3)). It is therefore concluded that
δS|∆ =
i
8π
a0
2π(1− g)
∫
∆
Tr
[
F←− ∧ δA←−
]
. (9)
At this point, the derivation follows that of [36], which is applicable in the higher
genus case as well, with minor modification. It was shown in [36] that the isolated
horizon boundary conditions reduce the number degrees of freedom. The boundary
theory actually reduces to a U(1) theory and is of the form (generalised to arbitrary
genus)
S|∆ =
i
8π
a0
2π(1 − g)
∫
∆
W ∧ dW , (10)
with W a U(1) connection on the boundary surface, which is restricted by the value
of the bulk SU(2) connection penetrating the surface at that particular point.
2In the language often found in the literature on isolated horizons, it is “spherically symmetric”.
However, it should be noted that this does not imply that the surface ∆ must be a sphere.
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The procedure to deduce the symplectic form gives rise to the following symplectic
structure [11], [36]:
Ωgrav(.., ..) =
1
8π
[∫
M
Tr
(
δA ∧ δ′Σ− δ′A ∧ δΣ)+ 4k ∮
∂M
δW ∧ δ′W
]
, (11)
where W and W ′ are U(1) connections on the boundary surface and M is the bulk
manifold. In essence, W can be thought of as a mapping from a set of paths on the
boundary of M into U(1). The number of degrees of freedom in W is the number of
values of W we can assign before W is completely fixed. δW and δ′W are tangent
vectors in the space of U(1) connections.
As noted in [11] and [36], the surface term has the form of a Chern-Simons theory
where the quantity k = a04pi(g−1)γ is the Chern level of the boundary theory (a natural
number). We will construct the quantities in this surface term explicitly in the next
section. The case of g = 1 is special but can be accommodated within this framework.
This case will be discussed separately after the g > 1 scenario.
The non-zero genus situations are quite interesting as one can include, in ad-
dition to the degrees of freedom introduced by spin-network punctures, degrees of
freedom associated with the genus cycles. For the BTZ black hole it has been shown,
using a semi-classical Euclidean path integral approach, that corrections to the en-
tropy arise from the toroidal boundary of the space-time [45]. Vanzo [29], Mann and
Solodukhin[46] and Liko [34] also find dependence on topology in the black hole en-
tropy utilizing non quantum gravity techniques. As well, studies of lower dimensional
systems often utilize toroidal cycles as relevant degrees of freedom [47], [48]. We show
below that there is a natural way to introduce genus effects within the paradigm of
loop quantum gravity.
In the following section we review the symplectic structure in the case of the
spherical boundary and construct, in detail, the symplectic structure for toroidal and
cylindrical horizons punctured by a gravitational spin-network. The toroidal and
cylindrical degrees of freedom are included producing some interesting results. We
relate this construction to the number of degrees of freedom of the system which, in
turn, is directly related to the entropy as summarized in section 3.
2 The phase-space
2.1 A brief review of the spherical horizon
Before continuing we briefly review here the case of a spherical horizon, which was
pioneered and studied in detail in [11], [36]. In the case of spherical horizons, one has a
sphere with N -punctures due to the gravitational spin-network. The first cohomology
group of the N -punctured sphere, denoted as H1(S − PN ), is (N − 1)-dimensional
which is one less than the number of punctures. (N − 1) pairs of forms are defined on
the punctured sphere to yield the required symplectic structure (see figure 2, which
is similar to the figure originally produced in [11]). These forms are constructed via
their duality with chains on a punctured sphere as depicted in figure 2.
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Figure 2: A set of paths used to define the symplectic structure on an N -punctured sphere.
The η cycles encircle the punctures whereas the γ paths connect the punctures to a “base”-
puncture, pN .
There exist N − 1 η paths and N − 1 conjugate γ paths on this sphere. A basis
for all the paths based at pN is{
γ−11 η1γ1, γ
−1
2 η2γ2, ..., γ
−1
N−1ηN−1γN−1
}
. (12)
At first sight there seems to be an asymmetry, due to the lack of a path ηN . However,
there exists a fundamental relation
η1 · η2 · ... · ηN = 1, (13)
which is a mathematical relation indicating that a loop around all punctures can be
shrunk to a point on the sphere. Another way to look at this relation is that a loop
around all the N − 1 punctures is equivalent to a loop around the N -th puncture but
in reverse. In other words, ηN is expressible in terms of the other η paths.
The set of paths on the sphere may be decomposed into a set of loops {η1, η2, ..., ηN−1}
and a set of “translations” {γ1, γ2, ..., γN−1}. If W and W ′ agree on these two sets,
they will agree on all paths on the sphere. Thus we have 2(N − 1) degrees of freedom
or twice dim
[
H1(S − PN )
]
.
Quantum states ψa are then obtained for a = (a1, .., aN−1) with ai ∈ {1, .., k}
[11]. The integers ai play a role similar to the magnetic quantum number in quantum
mechanics. The condition (13) gives rise to a constraint:
a1 + ...+ aN−1 = −aN . (14)
This restriction is the quantum analogue of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem for a sphere.
Note that one now has N generators and one constraint, matching the dimension of
the first cohomology group. Thus, for a spherical horizon, states can be labeled with
a = (a1, .., aN ) subject to constraint (14). We will find below that in the case of higher
genus horizons these relations are changed.
2.2 The g > 1 horizon
To study the symplectic structure of the phase-space we must construct sets of con-
jugate forms with appropriate properties to yield a canonical symplectic form corre-
sponding to the horizon in question. To aid in constructing the symplectic structure
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on the horizon, it is useful to picture the t =constant 2-surface of the black hole
horizon as a finite plane with 4g sides with appropriate identification. The gravita-
tional spin-network, which endows the surface with geometry, punctures the surface N
times. The number of punctures is sufficient to give the surface an area A (see figure
3) according to (2). As in figure 4, pairs of open chains and cycles are constructed
a
b c
d
d’
p
p
p
p
p
p
.
.
.
g+1
g+2
g+3
g+4
g+5
g+N
c’ b’
a’
Figure 3: A qualitative pictorial representation of the horizon. This surface is punctured by
the gravitational spin network, giving it geometry and area. To construct the phase-space we
consider a polygon with 4g sides and appropriate identification. The spin network punctures
this polygon N times.
on the punctured genus g torus and their dual forms will be utilized to construct the
symplectic structure of the phase-space.
The chains and cycles in figure 4 are labeled as follows: The γ and η paths associ-
ated with the toroidal holes are denoted with subscripts 1 to g. Those associated with
the spin network punctures are denoted with subscripts g + 1 to g + N . The paths
associated with the g+Nth puncture are not shown as this puncture will serve as the
“base” point in our construction.
In the case of a g > 1 genus g torus, consider a loop which goes once around the
edges of the identified polygon. This path is denoted as η1γ1η
−1
1 γ
−1
1 · ... · ηgγgη−1g γ−1g
and is equivalent to a loop going once around all the N punctures,
ηg+1 · ηg+2 · ... · ηg+N = η1γ1η−11 γ−11 · ... · ηgγgη−1g γ−1g . (15)
This relation illustrates that degrees of freedom can be attributed to the toroidal
loops.
A basis for all paths based at pg+N will break down to {η1, ..., ηg+N−1} and
{γ1, ..., γg+N−1}. If W and W ′ agree on these two sets, they will agree on all paths.
Note that, like the spherical case, ηN again is not used as it can be expressed using
8
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γ
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γ
η
η
η η g
g
1
η
g+1
g+2
g+3
g+N
g+3
g+2
g+1
p
p
pg+3
g+2
g+1
pg+N
...
Y
X
γ
1
Figure 4: Open chains (γ’s) and cycles (η’s) used to define forms for the symplectic structure
of the phase-space of the horizon. There are paths associated with the punctures (left) and
the toroidal holes (right)
relation (15). However, note that the genus cycles, η≤g are utilized and there is noth-
ing to constrain the values assigned to the W (η≤g). Hence, η≤g and γ≤g contribute
new degrees of freedom. The result is 2(N + g− 1) degrees of freedom and is thus not
twice the dimension of the first cohomology group on an N -punctured genus g torus
(which is dim
[
H1(Tg − PN )
]
= N + 2g − 1).
We denote the forms dual to the γ-paths as α and the forms dual to the η-paths
as β.
The dual forms satisfy the following properties:
1. ∫
γj
αi = δij ,
∮
ηj
αi = 0 ,∮
ηn
αi = 0 ,
∫
γi
αm = 0 ,∫
γn
αm = δmn ,
∫
γn
αi = 0,∮
ηn
αm = 0 ,
∮
ηi
αm = 0.
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2. ∮
ηj
βi = δij ,
∫
γj
βi = 0 ,∫
γn
βi = 0 ,
∮
ηi
βm = 0 ,∮
ηn
βm = δmn ,
∮
ηn
βi = 0,∫
γn
βm = 0 ,
∮
γi
βm = 0.
3. ∫
T
αi ∧ αj = 0 ,
∫
T
βi ∧ βj = 0 ,
∫
T
αi ∧ βj = δij ,∫
T
αn ∧ βm = δmn ,
∫
T
αn ∧ βj = 0 ,
∫
T
αi ∧ βm = 0,∫
T
αi ∧ αm = 0 ,
∫
T
βi ∧ βm = 0 .
Here i, j = g + 1, ... , g +N − 1 are indices denoting chains and dual forms associated
with the N − 1 punctures (not including the “base” puncture, pg+N ) on the surface
(the surface being denoted as T ) whereas the subscripts m and n denote the chains
and dual forms associated with the toroidal holes (see figure 4) and therefore take on
values 1 ... g. We also demand that the βi possess simple singularities at the punctures
and that W is flat everywhere, save for the punctures (see [11] for details).
In this construction, chains in the direction of the genus g torus angles are taken
as conjugates of each other, provided they are associated with the same genus hole.
This is in much the same way as ηi and γi are conjugates. It turns out that this is
the natural choice if we wish to define a non-degenerate symplectic two-form on this
surface.
Forms with some of the properties in 2 and 3 can be shown to exist from the
deRham theorem and Poincare´ duality [49]. However, we will explicitly construct a
set of forms to show that they exist and possess all the desired properties on the
N -punctured genus g torus.
Regarding the forms associated with the spin network punctures; it is convenient
to arrange these punctures in the vicinity of a single toroidal segment, as show in the
right diagram of figure 4. We can define a set of coordinates X, Y here such that
the X axis spans the poloidal direction of this particular toroidal hole and the Y axis
spans the toroidal direction.
The domain for the β forms is obtained from T by cutting out circles of radius ε
around pi and pN , and strips of width ε as shown in figure 5.
Let θi be the angle around pi. We measure the angle from a point some distance
directly above pi. The γi approaches pi at θi = 0 (this is a necessary part of the
construction). Define
ti := si(X, Y ) θi − sg+N (X, Y ) θg+N , (16)
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p p
X
η
Y
X
i
γ
i
ε
g+N
Figure 5: Branch cuts used to define the domain U ǫ in order to ensure single-valued forms.
The keyhole regions surrounded by the dash-dot lines are excised. We consider the limit
ε→ 0. The smoothing functions, s, ensure single valuedness away from the punctures and in
the neighborhood of the identified lines.
where si and sg+N are smoothing functions defined on all of g
2.
Next, choose neighborhoods Vi of pi, g + 1 ≤ i ≤ g +N , and VX, Y containing the
local toroidal cycle which are all disjoint. On Vi, choose si = 1 and sg+N = 0, for
i ≤ N−1. On Vg+N choose si = 0 and sg+N = 1. Finally, on VX,Y choose both si and
sg+N to be zero. The properties of the smoothing functions, along with the definition
of the domain U ε ensures the single-valuedness of the β forms.
In U ε we define βεi to be
1
2pidti. Note that −π < θi < π. For any curve γ, define
βi(γ) = limε→0 β
ε
i (γ). Then one can check that βi(ηj) = δij for i, j ≤ g +N − 1, and
βi(ηX) = 0 along with βi(γY ) = 0.
Recall that γi goes from pi to pg+N , so γi(0) = pi and γi(1) = pg+N . For small
ε, γi(ε) will be in Vi, and γi(1− ε) will be in Vg+N . In both cases, γi approaches the
point from the vertical direction. Thus,
βi(γi) = lim
ε→0
βεi (γi) = lim
ε→0
∫
γi
βεi
=
1
2π
[
lim
ε→0
ti(γi(1− ε))− lim
ε→0
ti(γi(ε))
]
= 0. (17)
In a similar way, βi(γj) = 0 for j 6= i.
Therefore, the following forms, with some minor restrictions to be discussed shortly,
possess the desired properties (1 - 3) above:
αj = dfj(Y ) , αm = dfm = f
′
m(Ym) dYm (18a)
βj = lim
ε→0
βεj , βm = dXm . (18b)
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Where the function f is defined below. Here, the prime denotes a partial derivative
with respect to the Ym coordinate, a coordinate spanning the toroidal direction on the
m-th torus (recall from the construction that all spin network punctures are located
on the m = 1 torus). Xm is the corresponding poloidal coordinate.
Note that the location of the cycle ηX around the local poloidal direction is irrele-
vant in the sense that, in the basis provided, a cycle circling the torus in this direction
can be transformed to another other cycle circling the X direction in an adjacent
sector of the torus. Schematically, we write this transformation as:
ηX → η˜X = η−1i ηX (19)
(see figure 6). By repetition of the above transformation, the ηX cycle can be trans-
ferred to any sector of this particular toroidal segment.
. . .
. . .
i−1 i i+1
. . .
. . .
i−1 i i+1
p p p p pp
η∼
η
i
η
X X
Figure 6: A schematic depicting the transformation in (19) on the toroidal segment containing
the punctures.
From property 3 we find that all punctures must be arranged on the same X =
constant line so, if f1 were a one-to-one function, we would be forced to choose Y1(pi) =
Y1(pg+N ), which is not possible. We only require that f1(1)− f1(0) = 1, and we could
have a function such as
f1(Y1) = sin
[(
2πN +
π
2
)
Y1
]
, for m = 1 (20)
fm(Ym) =Ym, for m > 1 (21)
The Y1 coordinate satisfies the condition
Y1(pj)− Y1(pg+N ) = 2πj
2πN + pi2
(22)
for some j. The choice of N is fixed in the definition of f1.
Let us denote a generalized U(1) connection as an expansion [11]
W =
g+N−1∑
i=g+1
(Aiαi +Biβi) +
g∑
m=1
Amαm +Bmβm =:
g+N−1∑
r=1
(Arαr +Brβr) . (23)
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with Ar and Br being elements of the u(1) algebra. Then we can show that W is
flat, except at the punctures, and has singularities of the standard type. Note that
dαj = ddfj = 0. As well, dαm = ddfm = 0 so that all the α’s are flat. Also, the α forms
possess no singularities and all singularities are contributed toW by the β forms. Now,
by construction, all singularities of βj are of the standard form. Also, away from the
punctures we have that dβj = 0, so βj is flat there. With respect to βm, the condition
dβm = ddXm = 0 exists, so βm is flat everywhere and possesses no singularities. Thus,
αm and βm can be added to the sum as was done in (23). Note that, although the
U(1) connection is associated with the gravitational spin network punctures, one can
easily extend the definition to incorporate the toroidal holes, which also naturally
have a U(1) structure associated with them. Therefore, this construction allows us to
transparently account for the toroidal holes in the counting of the degrees of freedom.
As mentioned earlier, in the case of the genus g torus, the analog of (14) is taken
care of by (15). Note that this condition, like (14), is related to the topology of the
surface.
We next define
jI(W ) =W (γI), (24a)
hI(W ) =W (ηI), (24b)
which are holonomies and elements of U(1) and where the subscript I = 1, 2, ..., g, g+
1, ..., g + N − 1. This definition is as in [11] save for the fact that there now exist
effective holonomies from the degrees of freedom due to the toroidal cycles. A map
Φ can be defined that maps the phase-space to a 2(g + N − 1) dimensional torus
(U(1)× U(1))g+N−1. Φ is defined as
Φ ([W ]) = {j1(W ), h1(W ), ..., jg(W ), hg(W ), ..., jg+N−1(W ), hg+N−1(W )} , (25)
an ordered 2(g +N − 1)-tuple of the holonomies. Let (A1, B1, ..., Ag+N−1, Bg+N−1)
be a 2(g +N − 1)-tuple in (U(1) × U(1))g+N−1. Let W be defined as in (23). Then,
Φ ([W ]) = {j1(W ), h1(W ), ..., jg(W ), hg(W ), ..., jg+N−1(W ), hg+N−1(W )}
= {W (γ1), W (η1), ..., W (γg+N−1), W (ηg+N−1)} = {A1, B1, ..., Ag+N−1, Bg+N−1} ,
(26)
using properties 1 and 2 of the forms. Thus Φ is onto.
Next, note that
Φ(W ) = Φ(W ′) iff jI(W ) = jI(W
′) and hI(W ) = hI(W
′). (27)
From (27), W (γI) = W
′(γI) and W (ηI) = W
′(ηI). Thus, W and W
′ agree on
{γ1, ..., γg+N−1} and on {η1, ..., ηg+N−1}. Hence W and W ′ agree on all the paths
in (31). Since this is a basis for all paths based at pg+N , W and W
′ will agree on
all paths. Thus W and W ′ are the same. This is important to ensure that we are
counting all states, and are not overcounting, for the black hole entropy calculation.
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From the boundary term in (11), the symplectic structure on the phase-space is
given by
ω
(
δW, δW ′
)
=
k
2π
∮
T
δW ∧ δW ′ , (28)
where δW and δW ′ belong to the space of generalized U(1) connections. The proper-
ties of the one-forms yield:
∮
T
δW ∧ δW ′ =
∮
T
g+N−1∑
n=1
(δAnαn + δBnβn) ∧
g+N−1∑
m=1
(
δA′mαm + δB
′
mβm
)
=
∮
T
∑
m,n
[
δAnδA
′
m αn ∧ αm + δAnδB′m αn ∧ βm + δBnδA′m βn ∧ αm
+δBnδB
′
m βn ∧ βm
]
=
∑
m,n
[
0 + δAnδB
′
m δnm + δBnδA
′
m (−δnm) + 0
]
=
∑
n
[
δAnδB
′
n − δBnδA′n
]
. (29)
Here, the third property of the forms has been used. This is the explicit symplectic
structure in the surface phase-space and illustrates that this phase-space is diffeomor-
phic to a (U(1)× U(1))g+N−1 torus.
2.3 The g = 1 cases
In the case of a genus 1 surface, the metric can be written as:
ds2 = −
(
α2ρ2 − 2M
ρ
)
dt2 +
dρ2(
α2ρ2 − 2M
ρ
) + ρ2 dθ2 + ρ2θ2 dφ2 . (30)
This case is special in the sense that the fiducial U(1) connection yields a constant
connection on the horizon which is therefore flat. This gives zero for the boundary
term in (4). F and Σ in this case decouple, as can be seen from the fact that the first
term in (6) yields a zero coefficient. Recalling that the boundary term originally arose
from the coupling of Σ and A, this is not surprising.
However, black hole entropy has been calculated for g = 1 black holes utilizing
non loop quantum gravity techniques [29], [46]. One can extend the loop quantum
gravity method for g 6= 1 to g = 1 by noting that a term proportional to the integral
in (10) may be added to the classical action in the g = 1 case without affecting the
classical equations of motion (as we are adding zero). We will show here that a set
of non-trivial connections may be constructed on the way to quantization when one
punctures the torus, utilizing exactly the same methods as above. This will be shown
to yield an entropy of A/4 with no logarithmic correction, which is exactly consistent
with findings in the literature using non loop quantum gravity approaches [29] [34].
Since the construction here is very similar to the g > 1 case, we will present it in
brief.
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2.3.1 The toroidal horizon
As with the g > 1 scenario, the horizon is mapped to a polygon, now as in figure 7.
. . .
pp p p p p
1 2 3 4 5 N
Figure 7: The toroidal horizon is punctured by the gravitational spin network, giving it
geometry and area. To construct the phase-space we consider the identified plane with N
punctures.
In this case, a basis for all paths based at pN is{
γ−11 η1γ1, ..., γ
−1
N−1ηN−1γN−1, γ
−1
Y ηXγY
}
, (31)
which will break down to {η1, ..., ηN−1, ηX} and {γ1, ..., γN−1, γY }. . Note that, like
the other cases, ηN again is not used as it can be expressed using the relation
η1 · η2 · ... · ηN = γY ηXγ−1Y η−1X (32)
The result is 2N degrees of freedom for the g = 1 torus.
Before continuing, it is interesting to note that this result may also be obtained
directly from the following argument relating g = 2 to g = 1: Let T be a g = 1 torus
with N punctures, and let T ′ be another g = 1 torus with N punctures. Imagine
identifying one puncture of T with one puncture of T ′. The result will be a torus of
genus 2, with Ntot = 2N−2 punctures. Now since g > 1 we can use the argument that
the phase space will have dimension 2[g + Ntot − 1] = 2[2N − 1]. It is reasonable to
assume that each of T and T ′ contribute half of this dimension, or 2N−1. Note that we
have lost 2 degrees of freedom doing the identification, and hence each individual torus,
if considered separately, should acquire one more degree of freedom if the argument
is applied backwards (i.e. the two tori are separated), yielding 2N .
The forms α and β must possess similar properties as discussed in the previous
section. As well, similar to the previous case, chains in the direction of the torus angles
(X and Y in figure (8)) are taken as conjugates of each other. The construction now
follows a similar argument as in the g > 1 scenario (and is in fact, simpler). We
calculate explicitly that:
αj = dfj , αY = dfY = f
′
Y (Y ) dY (33a)
βj = lim
ε→0
βεj , βX = dX , (33b)
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. . .
p1
η η η
γ
1 2 3
1
2γ
3γ
X
η
γ
N
Y
Y
X
Figure 8: Open chains (γ’s) and cycles (η’s) used to define forms for the symplectic structure
of the phase-space of the toroidal horizon.
with f having a similar definition to the function in the g > 1 case.
Let us denote a generalized U(1) connection as an expansion
W =
N−1∑
i=1
(Aiαi +Biβi) +AY αY +BXβX =:
N∑
r=1
(Arαr +Brβr) . (34)
Note that even though we started with a surface with constant connection, we can
define a set of connections flat everywhere except at the punctures when we go over to
a picture of a punctured surface.
Note that for the g = 1 torus, the analog of (14) is taken care of by (32).
The symplectic structure on the phase-space is now given by
∮
T 2
δW ∧ δW ′ =
N∑
n=1
[
δAnδB
′
n − δBnδA′n
]
. (35)
Here, the third property of the forms has been used. This is the explicit symplectic
structure in the surface phase-space and illustrates that this phase-space is diffeomor-
phic to a (U(1)× U(1))N torus.
2.3.2 The cylindrical horizon
Here we consider the cylindrical horizon. Due to the non-compact nature of this
surface we are interested in the entropy per unit area and therefore divide the cylinder
into segments with N punctures each. We will find the entropy and area for each
segment, and thus the relationship between them. Let C denote one of the segments,
and PN = {p1, ..., pN} be the N punctures in this segment. Then dimH1(C −PN ) =
n+1, the same as the torus. The construction of the phase space is different, however.
Below, in figure 9, is the corresponding diagram for C and an adjacent section C ′.
The top is identified with the bottom, but the left is now not identified with the right.
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η
3
p2
. . .
p1
η η
1
p
X
η X
η
2
0
N
Np3
η
3
X
Segment C
p2
. . .
p1
η η
1
p
X
η X
η
2
0
N
N
C
C
C’
C’
Identified
’CSegment
Figure 9: The cycles (η’s) used to define forms for the symplectic structure of the phase-space
for a segment of the cylindrical horizon. C and C′ represent two adjacent segments of the
cylinder. Note that it appears that there are two independent cycles per segment associated
with the axial direction of the cylinder in each section (eg. Cη
0
X
and Cη
N
X
). However, one
of these cycles (Cη
N
X
)is actually associated with the adjacent segment C′ and is equivalent to
C′η
0
X
and therefore there are actually no extra degrees of freedom.
Let η1, ..., ηN be closed loops around the punctures. Let η
0
X be a loop going around
in the X direction which is to the left of η1 and let η
N
X be a similar loop which is to
the right of ηN . Construct γ1, ..., γN−1 in the usual way. For γN , we draw a curve
from pN to η
0
X and for γN+1, we draw a curve from pN to η
N
X . Next, let γ := γ
−1
N+1γN .
Then γ furnishes a curve connecting ηNX η
0
X . The fundamental loop relation can be
written as
η1 · η2 · ... · ηN = ηNXγ(η0X)−1γ−1. (36)
A basis for the loops based at pN is
{
η1, ..., ηN−1; η
0
X , η
N
X
} ∪ {γ1, ..., γN ; γN+1} be-
cause we can express ηN by using (36). Care must be taken not to overcount, as this
segment of C will be joined on both sides to similar segments. For example, if C ′ is
the segment to the right of C, then the loop ηNX of C is the same as η
0
X of C
′. We con-
struct the phase-space for each segment utilizing only the left loop of the two. Then
the phase-space will be [U(1)× U(1)]N . Thus we are reduced to the same situation
as the torus with N punctures and we can make use of the results for the torus. The
details of the construction of theW ’s is omitted here as arguments are similar to those
of the torus, with minor technical modifications, and do not provide any new insight
into the phase-space structure.
3 Relation to black hole entropy
Having constructed the phase-space, we can now count its dimension to determine
the entropy associated with the horizon. As described in the previous sections, we
have a phase space with a (U(1) × U(1))N+g−1 structure, where N is the number of
punctures. This phase-space is therefore diffeomorphic to a 2(N + g− 1) dimensional
torus.
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The entropy calculation follows much the same lines as in [11] - in fact, our calcu-
lation exploits the fact that our situation can be mapped onto the original situation
considered in [11]. An important fact to note about this mapping is that the dimen-
sionality of the surface Hilbert space is different in the two cases and the end result
will therefore differ as well. Let us briefly sketch the derivation; for details the reader
is referred to [11], [21] and [14].
The ‘prequantization condition’ involving k, the level of the Chern-Simons theory
is discussed in [11]. Eq. (15) of that paper can be generalized to
k =
a0
4πγℓ2Pχ
where χ is the Euler characteristic of the horizon T , and a0 is the area. The next step
is to compare the surface eigenvalues with the bulk eigenvalues. We find the condition
for the spectra to coincide is
ai =
2mi
g − 1 modk
Since the m’s are half-integers and the ai’s are integers, we see that the only allowed
values of g are 0 and 2. The only difference between these cases is a change of sign in
the above equation, and the counting of states is closely connected. Our consideration
of higher genus has revealed that finding a quantization scheme to cover all values of g
is an open question. We will show how the quantum states can be counted for g = 2.
Taking g = 2, we can define ’permissible’ lists as in [11]. Given an ordered list
of positive half-integers j=(j1,...,jn), let A(j) be the corresponding eigenvalue of the
area operator:
A(j) = 8πγℓ2P
∑
i
√
ji(ji + 1) (37)
We say the list j is ’permissible’ if it satisfies
a0 − δ ≤ A(j) ≤ a0 + δ.
Given a list of half-integers (m1, ...,mn), we say it is ’permissible’ if for some per-
missible list of positive half-integers j=(j1,...,jn), we have −ji ≤ mi ≤ ji. Finally, given
a list (a1, ..., an) of elements of Zk, we say that it is ’permissible’ if ai = −2mimodk
for some permissible list of half-integers (m1, ...,mn).We do not require the constraint
in eq. (14) as it is eliminated by (15). Let Q be the set of permissible lists a.
Let P be a finite set of points on the horizon, and let HPT be the surface Hilbert
space. As in [11], a basis for this space will be ψa, where a ranges over the set Q. To
determine the entropy, we want to count the number of elements in this set, N(Q). In
our case, n is 2+N, and the permissible lists will be of the form (a1, a2,a2+1, ..., a2+N ),
where the first 2 values are related to the topology, and the other N values are related
to the punctures.
Let us consider the number of states that arise from the last N variables. We can
relate this number to the case of a spherical boundary, which was considered in [21].
There the states were counted by a computer program, simply counting the number
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of states which yield a surface of fixed area, avoiding the approximation problems
introduced by analytic approaches. They found the Immirzi parameter that yields
the asymptotic linear relation compatible with the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is
close to γ = 0.274. By doing the counting both with and without the constraint, they
found that the constraint (14) is exactly responsible for the logarthmic correction.
In our case, the constraint is absent, and hence the logarithmic term is absent. The
entropy contribution from the last N variables is thus A/4.
We also have an entropy contribution from the first 2 variables. Because of the
constraint (15), we can only assign values to one of them. Since this variable does not
enter into the area formula, it may possess any value between 1 and k. The number
of such states is k, so the total entropy, S, will be
S = A/4 + ln k = A/4 + [lnA− ln 4πγ],
where k is the Chern-Simons level as previously defined.
Although we do not have a strict quantization scheme for genus higher than 2,
we can make some speculations about the entropy given the topological counting of
degrees of freedom done here. One can extend the above result and conjecture that
the entropy will be
S = A/4 + (g − 1)[lnA− ln(4πγ(g − 1))], (38)
since the number of states due to the topological variables is kg−1. We conclude
that S has a dependence on genus in the subdominant term. These results are in
qualitative agreement with other studies which find g-dependence corrections using
non-loop quantum gravity techniques [29], [46] (with a similar form for the genus
dependent coefficient in the sub-dominant term) and leads us to believe that this is
correct extension of the quantization condition here. As we comment next, (38) is also
in agreement with g = 1 calculations in the literature which utilise non-loop quantum
gravity techniques.
In the case of the genus-1 torus (and the cylinder), the logarithmic correction term
is not present. This is due to the fact that the condition (13) is replaced by (32) in
this case, which removes the degeneracy in counting. This result for the g = 1 entropy
is consistent with the result found by Vanzo [29] utilizing a Euclidean quantum field
theoretic approach. This is also the same result obtained in [34] where a Gauss-Bonnet
term was added to the Einstein-Hilbert action and a thermodynamic approach was
utilised. A discussion of the significance and impact of adding an arbitrary coupling
constant of the GB term in asymptotically AdS space-times may be found in the work
of Olea [51].
For the case of the cylindrical horizon, Let QC the set of quantum states that we
attribute to C. Then, SC = ln[N(QC)] = A/4, where A is now the area arising from
the punctures of the segment C (again we have utilized the careful counting result of
[21] without the spherical constraint). In a similar way, if QC′ is the set of quantum
states attributable to C ′, then SC′ = ln[N(QC′)] = A
′/4. Now if we consider the
quantum states corresponding to C+C ′, we see that [N(QC+C′)] = [N(QC)][N(QC′)],
so SC+C′ = ln[N(QC)] + ln[N(QC′)] =
A+A′
4 . Thus the same relation holds for any
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length of the cylinder and the entropy per unit segment is given by Scyl = A/4, the
same as the g = 1 torus.
It is interesting to note that the formula for the entropy-area relationship does not
depend on the value of N . Thus the formula must be the same for two segments as it
is for one segment, and hence there cannot be any logarithmic term.
We note that the entropy calculation however cannot be extended to the g = 0
case, due to the fact that the genus cycles in this construction play a crucial role and
the g = 0 scenario is qualitatively different from the others.
It is perhaps not surprising that the entropy associated with higher genus horizons
is larger than a spherical horizon at the first-order correction level. The toroidal cycles
introduce degrees of freedom to the classical phase space that are not present for S2
topology. Therefore, it is expected that the entropy be slightly larger for these cases.
4 Concluding remarks
In this paper we constructed the phase-space corresponding to an isolated horizon
with g ≥ 1 and cylindrical topology in the context of loop quantum gravity. We
have included the toroidal and cylindrical cycles as degrees of freedom and found
that these degrees of freedom couple to the gravitational spin network degrees of
freedom via the topological conditions (15) and (36). The entropy of the horizon can
be calculated by taking the logarithm of the number of surface states which yield a
surface area equal to the classical area, A, of the horizon. This produces the leading
order A/4 term provided the Immirzi parameter, γ, is set to the value solving the
relation
∑
j(2j + 1) exp(2πγj(j + 1)) = 1, which is the same value found in other
calculations involving spherical horizons. The logarithmic correction term, which has
been calculated to be −12 lnA in the case of spherical horizons [21], is modified in this
calculation due to the presence of the toroidal and cylindrical cycles. We attribute this
to the the larger number of degrees of freedom introduced by these cycles which are
not present in the spherical case. One can most easily see how these cycles contribute
to the entropy by considering the hypothetical case of horizons with a single puncture.
The sum for the area in all cases will be based on that puncture, but the entropy count
will be different. The toroidal and cylindrical cycles allow the puncture to contribute
to the entropy, but in the spherical case there is no corresponding contribution, since
we only have η1, and that is trivial.
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